Abstract-Multiple, independent robot platforms promise significant advantage with mpect to mhustness and Rexihility. However, coordination between otherwise independent robots requires the exchange of information; either implicitly (as in gestural communication), or explicitly (as in message passing in a communication network.) In either case, control processes resident on all coordinated peers must participate in the collective behavior. This paper evaluates the potentid to scale such a coupled control framework to many participating individuals, whew scalability is evaluated in terms of the schedulahility of coupled, distributed control processes.
nated robots teams that arise due to those constraints.
We present a distributed, coupled control framework applied to a leadedfollower search task. The distributed controller can address multiple, concurrent objectives while This work was supported in pm by NSF CDA-9703217. DARPAnFrO DABT63-99-i-IM22 and DABT63-99~1-OW4. maintaining global behavior constraints. Robust, closedloop controllers are defined as primitives within the control architecture. Multiple controllers are combined via the nullspace projection operator: subordinate control actions are projected onto the nullspace of superior controllers, so that incorrect interactions between controllers are avoided. This allows "best-effort" guarantees to be made about global behavior. In the task of leaderffollower search, the leader must concurrently search while maintaining connectivity by remaining within line-of-sight (LOS) of the follower.
In any robot system, interaction with the world imposes a real-time constraint on computation, whose logical correctness depends on the correctness of its outputs as well as their timeliness. The robot must be able to process sensor input, respond to dynamic environments, and send messages to other robots. Real-time specifications for such systems are derived from time constraints in the control processes and in the environment. If the system is unable to perform distributed control tasks in a timely manner, then overall performance suffers.
In this paper, we look at the issue of scalability from the perspective of real-time schedulability. A distributed multi-robot system is viewed as a collection of homogeneous processors. Each robot has a set of tasks that run periodically, with data flow between tasks on a single robot and between tasks on different robots. In the context of a real-time multi-robot system, schedulahility analysis determines whether all tasks in the system can he scheduled to some period and deadline. We propose that schedulahility analysis should he an integral part of the multi-robot system design process.
The paper is organized as follows. First we briefly present related work, then we give an overview of the distributed controller for concurrent, multi-objective tasks presented in [13] . This distributed controller is used to perform a leader/follower search task. Then we examine the controller using the algorithm developed in [SI for offline schedulability analysis. We finish with conclusions and future work.
RELATED WORK
The control framework described in this paper is based on a bottom-up approach to control, similar to approaches such as the subsumption architecture [Z], where robust, low-level control primitives are combined to produce high-level behaviors. Individual controllers are constructed using the control basis approach [5], 1131.
There is a lot of work in the literature on cooperative multi-robot teams, such as [3] , which presents an overview of cooperative robotic techniques. However, the issue of the scalability of the coordination scheme is not fully addressed. Carpin [12] . There are also tools for designing controllers for real-time robotic systems such as [IO] . Schedulability analysis for distributed real-time systems has also received a lot of attention in recent years [9] . For tasks with temporal constraints, researchers have focused on generating task attributes (e.g., period, deadline and phase) with the objective of minimizing the utilization andtor maximizing system schedulability while satisfying all temporal constraints. However, schedulahility is clearly affected by both temporal characteristics and allocation of real-time tasks. A more comprehensive approach that takes into consideration task temporal characteristics and allocations, in conjunction with schedulability analysis, is required.
DISTRIBUTED, COORDINATED

LEADERIFOLLOWER CONTROLLERS
We first give a brief overview of the architecture for reactive, coordinated controllers that address multiple, concurrent objectives in a mobile robot team, described in [131. An 
A. The ''Pull" Controller
A pairwise, concurrent, coordinated controller (denoted a "pull" controller) is constructed that allows the leader to search as long as the follower is within the LOS region:
where i is the leader and j is the follower. The "suhjectto" operator (4) allows concurrency by projecting the trajectory from 4: onto the nullspace of $ys* (using the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse, for example); ensuring that the leader's search task does not interact destructively with the LOS task. Here, the nullspace of $fos~ refers to the nullspace of the Jacobian that maps changes in wheel displacements of robot j onto changes in the value of the artificial potential defined by bLoSL. In general, planar mobile robots are not redundant with respect to their configuration space. However, a planar mobile robot may be redundant with respect to some objective function.
In addition to two robots, multiple robots can form a serial, kinematic chain by combining pull controllers. The robot at the head of the chain executes the controller in equation (l), while a robot k within the chain is involved in a painvise pull controller with its neighbors:
The robot at the base of the chain is assumed to be a stationary communications hub for the team. This pull chain allows the leader to explore a great distance from the hub. The leadertfollower pull controller described above is implemented with two of our UMASS UBot mobile robots, each one using a 206 MHz StrongAFW CPU with the K-Team Kameleon motor driver board. The controllers are implemented using the PlayertStage robot control system [71. In the next section we describe our method of real-time schedulability analysis in a distributed control system, and analyze the schedulability of the pull controller.
Iv. O U R APPROACH FOR REAL-TIME SCHEDULABILITY ANALYSIS
Equation (1) describes a coordinated controller. that involves several processes: sensor processing to determine S and LOS,, motor Jacobians that generate wheel velocities on platforms i and j , and processes that descend potential functions. From the real-time systems view, the scalability of such a scheme involves the ability to find feasible schedules as the task and processor sets increase, i.e., as the number of robots increases. The real-time constraint imposes a hard deadline on the amount of processing that can be completed in a given period of time. If robots are independent and do not collaborate in a coordinated control scheme, then scalability is not an interesting problem, since it becomes one of scheduling on an individual robot, which has been widely studied [ I l l .
However, if the team members are cooperative, then, in addition to task constraints such as periods or deadlines, system level constraints are also introduced.
For instance, in order to achieve a common goal, robots may exchange messages. Therefore, communication costs and precedence constraints must be considered. The difficulty is that scheduling tasks with precedence constraints and individual deadlines for a multiprocessor system is an NP-complete problem even for unit processing time of each task. We propose a heuristic algorithm that takes into account all types of constraints to predict the scalability and schedulability for a large, recursive robot system [8].
In this context, recursive means that the task model of the system has a symmetric structure that can be easily generalized to accommodate additional robots. The pull controller is an example of a recursive, distributed system.
In the following sections, we will briefly review the system model and our approach to do real-time schedulability analysis for distributed coordinated robotics, which is discussed in [E].
A. System Model
The distributed robot system consists of m identical uni-processor sites. In this paper, we use site and robot interchangeably. The sites are connected by a shared communication medium from one site to another. Communications must be scheduled at specific times to assure that no contention for the channel occurs at run time.
Tasks we study here are real-time tasks that have the following characteristics:
Period. This defines the inter-release times of instances of the task. One instance of the task should be executed every period.
. Relative deadline. This specifies the time at which each task instance must he completed. Computation time. This is the worst case execution time of any instance of the task.
Precedence relationships. These constrain the execution order of the tasks and the production and consumption relationships of the data flow. Locality constraints. precedence constraints with the two communicating tasks separately.
E. Algorithm Overview
In order to help understand the method, we now present a brief overview of the schedulability algorithm described in [SI. The first step of the algorithm assigns unallocated tasks to sites. A heuristic, which takes into account the trade-off between communication cost and processor workload, is used to assign tasks to sites. The basic idea of the heuristic is to cluster tasks with a high communication cost together on the same site while minimizing the utilization of each processor.
Next, we construct an extended task graph that includes communications represented as tasks. The algorithm uses communication tasks to model the communication cost and channel contention that occurs if the tasks are allocated to different sites. Then we build a comprehensive graph containing all instances of all tasks including communication tasks that will execute within the least common multiple (LCM) of all task periods, and preprocess precedence relations of tasks by setting up the relative earliest start time of consumers. Finally, a search is used to find afeasibk schedule, if possible, mapping starting times to all tasks including communication, to determine if they can start and complete execution before their deadlines.
C. Pull Controller Analysis
The task model for the pull controller with two robots is shown in Figure 1 . Every robot must execute IR obstacle detection tasks, denoted by IR,, odomevy tasks, PO&, and motor control tasks, Mi. The three tasks JR,, POS,, and M,, which are drawn with solid ellipses, are specific to the hardware of each robot, so they are all preallocated to run locally on each robot. The control tasks 4; and the nullspace projection a2, and the sensor processing task LOS2 may reside on a single robot, or be distributed between the pair, if necessary, to optimize processor utilization or communication costs. They are denoted with dotted ellipses. The functionality of the team is not affected by altering the allocations of the control tasks. However, a good allocation strategy does improve schedulability.
The communication cost between tasks, if they are distributed, is given in milliseconds on the corresponding arc. The computation times of the tasks are given in Table I . Computation times and communication costs were determined experimentally on the platform.
The sensor and motor tasks IR,, POSi, and M, are designed to be updated periodically, and the control tasks must execute periodically in order to consume the new sensor data and give new motor commands. Consequently, the periods of the control tasks should be based on the periods of the sensor and motor tasks. We determined experimentally that to achieve satisfactory performance, the sensor and motor tasks should run at least every 200 ms. The period of execution of all the tasks in the pull model determines the robot's responsiveness, and also affects the scalability of the system. After applying the scheduling algorithm using the "aggressive" allocation heuristic described in [E], we found that 4;. LOS>, and a2 are assigned to site 2, and is assigned to site 1. With this allocation of tasks, the only communications that require the wireless channel are LOS2 t 4foSz and &Os' -a2.
The generalizability of the pull task model allows a robot to join the chain with only a minimal change in communication structure. Only the leader and its immediate follower execute the controller from equation (l), while the rest of the robots execute the controller in equation (2) . A combined task model for a chain of n robots is shown in Figure 2 . Since the controllers are designed to have the same real-time task characteristics and communication patterns within the chain, and our approach captures such recursive properties in advance, the result is a predictable allocation for the additional tasks. A larger team can be scheduled simply by generalizing the results from the smaller team. For example, if the nth robot joins the head of a chain with n ~ 1 members, tasks &, LOS,,, and a,, are known to be allocated to robot n. Also, schedulability can be ensured by checking if the laxity time is larger than the sum of the additional communication cost and computation time introduced by the n member.
With the allocation of tasks shown in Figure 2 , we see that the only communication tasks that require the wireless channel are LOS, -4;-9"" and 4,"_9"* + a,. Thus, during every 200 ms period, both of those communication tasks must be scheduled on the wireless channel for every pair of robots in the team. This channel contention, along with the length of the period and precedence constraints, Fig. 2 . The task model for a chain of pull controllers for n roboU imposes a limit on the total number of robots that can be involved in a team.
How can the shared communication channel solution scale for larger teams? This question is answered by the analysis of the largest computation time within the team, which is the sum of execution times of any tasks, including communication'tasks, along any path from an input task, or set of input tasks (tasks without incoming edges), to an output task (tasks without outgoing edges). We assume that communication occurring within a site can be ignored.
For a team with n robots as in our pull model, with the addition of a new robot, two communications need to be considered: LOS; -&-' " and 4f-y" -0,. i 2 2. Because the robots are autonomous except for communication constraints between different members, the tasks scheduled locally need only to satisfy precedence constraints. For instance, POS, and IRi must be scheduled before 4f0"'+' (4: for the leader) and a, can only be scheduled to start after the completion of q5Ys*+' (4; for the leader) and $,"-9". 4 ai. Now let us consider the schedule of a leaderlfollower team. Initially, we stan with a pair of robots. By using the earliest deadline plus the earliest staTt time first strategy [PI, the leader has the longest execution time, since it must 1) transmit data from LOS2 to &OS2 using the communication channel, and 2) wait for data from &Os'. Because of the parallel task execution on two robots, the Based on this analysis, we know that every 200 ms, each robot can successfully complete their work and achieve coordination. If more than 35 robots are involved, then there is no guarantee that messages will be he able to reach their destination before the task executes. This results in tasks executing with old data, and the system performance drops due to this time lag. A time-line showing the schedule for a team of four robots is shown in Figure 3 .
If, during the design phase, we find that that we need to coordinate more robots than the upper bound, we can split the team into small groups geographically at runtime, where groups communicate with each other through one specialized element of the team to share information andlor decisions. Even though the communication resource is limited, we can predict in advance the available resources for a small group given the pre-analysis done by our algorithm. At run time a dedicated hierarchical communication model can be built just by looking up the grouping of the robots. Another solution is to redesign the system to reduce resource contention. This could entail reducing the amount of communication needed between members, by making the messages smaller, or eliminating communication by restructuring the flow of messages.
The task model for the pull controller shown in Figure 1 is one possible way of designing the controller. We can design multiple task models for a given controller and evaluate them using the schedulability analysis algorithm to determine how well they scale. Although many task
Los2q -oi In the future, we plan on extending this work to teams using a mixture of different controllers. The pull controller has a symmetric pair controller (denoted a "push" controller) that allows the follower to specify the LOS region to the leader. In addition, push and pull controllers can be combined along a chain in various combinations to achieve a goal. We want to analyze the combinations of controllers that a robot could have, so that at r u n -t i e the robot may lookup the schedule from a precomputed table when it joins a push/pull chain.
The work in this paper examines only one small part of the structure that makes a scalable robot team. A complete scalability analysis of a robot system would examine many factors other than schedulability; reliability and ease of maintenance are hardware-related factors that are particularly important in robotic systems. Other software design issues that affect scalability include interface usability; as the team grows, the operator must he able to effectively monitor or control the team's progress. All of these issues should he addressed during the design process of a robot team.
